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Introduction &
Strategy Review
Michael Willome,
Chief Executive Officer
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The opportunity - Focus, Strengthen, Grow

Focus

Strengthen

Grow

• Portfolio rationalisation to reduce
complexity

• Innovation, leveraging
sustainability to drive further value

• Increase end market orientation

• Optimise acquired operational
network

• Opportunity to realise significant
growth from being a larger scale,
more focused and stronger business

• Expand speciality solutions portfolio
• Disciplined capital allocation
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• Balance sheet, returning leverage
to target levels

• Deliver on clear strategic objectives
and financial targets
– An attractive return on invested
capital
– Consistent growth and
increasing margins
– Strong cash flow
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Strengthening the balance sheet to deliver the strategy

• Portfolio management - Strategic divestment actions
– Near and longer-term opportunities for portfolio management identified
– Process underway to support our disciplined route to our target 1-2x leverage
• Working capital actions
– Adhesives Technologies working capital improvement
– Supply chain optimisation
– Legacy group working capital target as a % of revenue remains ~10%
• Actions in response to slower H2 market conditions
– Capex reduced to ~£80m in 2022 from expected £130m
– Discretionary cost programme deployed
• New streamlined organisation with lower cost base and reduced complexity
• Covenant headroom discussions progressing well
– Dividend suspension to December 2023 announced
• Five-year UK export finance package of £450m agreed
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Strategic direction

Increasing our specialisation and global position
Future Synthomer

Synthomer today

Increasing
specialty
weighting

Portfolio
% revenue base
vs. specialty

Base

Specialty

Base

Specialty

~50%

~50%

~30%

~70%

Geography
% revenue by
geography

Factories
# of sites
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EMEA

US

Asia

EMEA

US

Asia

~50%

~30%

~20%

~40%

~35%

~25%

~43

<30

More balanced
geographic
distribution

More streamlined
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‘Base’ and ‘Specialty’ businesses have different
characteristics
Base chemicals

Specialty chemicals

Growth drivers and
characteristics

GDP, cyclical

Value drivers for market
participants

• Position on cost curve

• Customer intimacy

• Scale of business

• Value-based pricing

• Privileged access to raw materials

• Application innovation

• Process innovation

• Production and logistics flexibility

Megatrends drive volume,
supply / demand drives profitability

GDP+, discretionary spend, less volatile
Megatrends drive need for novel solutions,
their distinctiveness drives profitability

• Industry supply / demand balance

Entry barriers

Capex intensity, access to competitive technology

Application expertise, customer access (familiarity with
processes and innovation needs)

Sample Synthomer
businesses

PE – Health & Protection
IS – Acrylic monomers
PE – SBR Paper and Carpet

AT – Pressure-sensitive adhesives, speciality tapes and
labels
FS – Intumescent Coatings, waterproofing membranes, fibre
bonding
IS – Lithene
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Strong businesses in attractive markets

Comprehensive assessment of portfolio of 23 businesses
Portfolio assessment

Strategic direction

High

Specialty growth platforms
• Benefit from robust growth dynamics
• Have strong and sustainable leadership
positions

Market attractiveness

Coatings

Adhesives

Construction

• Significantly differentiated from its competitors
Health & Protection Base platform
• Attractive growth dynamics of underlying
medical glove market

Health &
Protection

• Base business – market leading position run
with differentiated steering – a more cyclical
business
Non-Core businesses
• Limited synergies with growth platforms

Low

Bubble size represents EBITDA

Low

High
Synthomer ability to extract value
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Our chosen segments
Coatings

Construction

Adhesives

Health and Protection

Glove
medical pic

Our end-markets
benefit from
robust growth
dynamics

GDP+ growth

GDP+ growth

GDP+ growth

GDP++ growth

~4-5% p.a.

~4-5% p.a.

4-5% p.a.

6-8% p.a.

for Synthomer sub-segments

Sustainability tailwinds (e.g., low carbon footprint products, long-life materials, bio-based and
light-weight materials, EV adhesives, battery applications, energy efficiency in construction)

We have strong
speciality
positions to
build on

Clear specialty margin dynamics in increasing pockets of our growth platform – e.g., Construction,
Energy Solutions, Lithene, APOs and Coatings
Leading positions in, e.g., water-based, pressure-sensitive adhesives and sealants, fibre bonding
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Well positioned to benefit from global megatrends

Accelerating
Urbanisation
• Migration from rural areas
to cities
• Increase in infra-structure
developments

• Building and Construction
• Adhesive Solutions
• Architectural and industrial
coatings
• Rising hygiene standards
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Demographic &
Social Change
• Aging population
• Growing middle class in
emerging markets

Climate Change &
Sustainability
• Increasing demand for lower
carbon, more circular
products

• Life quality improvements

• More demanding weather
conditions

• Nonwovens consumer
products

• Emission reducing, low
carbon and more circular
products

• Adhesives & textiles for
Automotive and Food &
Beverage

• Growth in renewable raw
materials

Shifting Economic
Power
• Economic centre of gravity
shifting toward Asia

• Broader presence in Asia
through wider plant network
• Launch of Asian Innovation
centre and broader Asian
product offering
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A new strategy to drive value
Synthomer is a specialty solutions platform for
Coatings & Construction, Adhesives and Health & Protection market segments

01
Organic growth in
attractive end
markets

02

03

04

05

Rigorous and
consistent portfolio
mgmt. to build
focused, leading
positions

Operational and
commercial
excellence in how
we run our
business

Differentiated
steering in how we
allocate capital and
talent

Diversity, equity &
inclusion and
holistic people
development

End-market orientation in everything we do
Sustainability as a value-driver and a principle for how we run our business
Innovation as a critical enabler
Longer term ambition

Specialty Chemicals company focused on select attractive end-markets
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Organic growth strategy
Synthomer is a specialty solutions platform for
Coatings & Construction, Adhesives and Health & Protection market segments

01
Organic growth in
attractive end
markets

02

03

04

05

Rigorous and
consistent portfolio
mgmt. to build
focused, leading
positions

Operational and
commercial
excellence in how
we run our
business

Differentiated
steering in how we
allocate capital and
talent

Diversity, equity &
inclusion and
holistic people
development

End-market orientation in everything we do
Sustainability as a value-driver and a principle for how we run our business
Innovation as a critical enabler
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Construction

Increased exposure to attractive end-markets with resilient and GDP+ growth fundamentals
Medium Term Growth
Targeted sectors
Core end markets

Tile
adhesives

Mortar

Waterproofing

Insulation
system

Revenue by End-Market (2)
Roof insulation

£1,500 mil

£650 mil

£670 mil

£270 mil

£130 mil

Estimated Sector Growth (1)

GDP+

GDP

GDP+

GDP+

GDP

European Market Position

#3

#1

#1

#2

#2

Estimated Sector Size (1)

Tile adhesives

30%

Mortar

14%

Waterproofing

16%

Insulation

12%

Roof insulation
Others

6%
22%

Organic growth drivers in Synthomer
• Core markets have GDP+ growth based on favourable megatrends, most notably the drive for
innovation and sustainable solutions where we have an extensive track record
• Increased chemical usage due to professionalism of construction business and ease of use in
expanded applications
• Water based solutions to support the drive for Net Zero
• European leading position provides technology & allows expansion across global network
• Strength in industrial and consumer focused markets provides access to expanding specialist
applications
1. Source: Kline report, INDA report, Edana report, Company Information
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2. Revenue split of Construction for FY2021
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Coatings

Increased exposure to attractive end-markets with resilient and GDP+ growth fundamentals
Medium Term Growth
Targeted sectors
Core end markets

Estimated Sector

Size (1)

Estimated Sector

Growth (1)

European market position

Architectural

Revenue by End-Market (2)

Industrial
& Metal

Wood

Automotive

£4,000 mil

£950 mil

£270 mil

£400 mil

GDP

GDP+

GDP+

GDP

#2/3

#4

#3

#4

Architectural

55%

Industrial & Metal

19%

Wood

7%

Others

19%

Organic growth drivers in Synthomer
• Global market share ~5-6% provides platform of regional speciality market positions with significant
opportunity to grow globally
• Ongoing regulations and consumer drive to use more sustainable coatings deliver growth opportunities
by replacing solvent-based coatings with water-based technology
• Increasing evolution of market to more functional coatings deliver attractive speciality segments with
high ROIC and growth
• Strength in industrial and consumer focused markets drives our innovation pipeline for specialist
applications
• Ongoing revenue synergies

1. Source: Kline report, KNG Global Paints & Coatings, IPPIC Global Market Analysis, Company Information
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2. Revenue split of Coatings for FY2021

.
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Adhesives

A global platform established in attractive and growing end-markets
Medium Term Growth
Targeted sectors
Core end markets

Estimated Sector Size (1)
Estimated Sector

Growth (1)

Hygiene

Packaging

Durables
Assembly

Tapes &
Labels

Performance
Additives for Tyres

Plastic
Modification

Revenue by End-Market (2)
Tapes and Labels

21%

Packaging

17%

Hygiene

16%

Plastic
modification

17%

$2.0 Bn

$1.4 Bn

$1.3 Bn

$1.3 Bn

$0.9 Bn

$0.8 Bn

Tyres

13%

GDP

GDP / GDP+

GDP

GDP+

GDP++

GDP+

Others

16%

Organic growth drivers in Synthomer
• Success factors of product innovation and customer centricity align well with Synthomer
• Cost and revenue synergies from overlapping acquisitions, key accounts and product ranges
• World class innovation delivery, agility and customer intimacy from unified platforms
• High performance water-based polymers displacing solvent borne adhesives in conjunction with
lightweighting and circularity trends play to Synthomer innovation leadership
• Efficient development of differentiated local solutions delivered on a global basis

1. Source: Advancy, Company Information

2. Indicative revenue split of Adhesive Technologies for FY2021
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Health & Protection

Global Leadership position in high growth base business
Medium Term Growth
Targeted sectors
Core end markets

Estimated Sector

Size (1)

Estimated Sector

Growth (1)

Synthomer market position

Revenue by End-Market (2)
H&P

Paper EU

Carpet EU

Foam Global

£3.0 Bn

£455 mil

£469 mil

£109 mil

GDP+

GDP-

GDP-

GDP+

#2 globally

#3 in Europe

#3 in Europe

#1 in Europe

H&P

65%

Paper

16%

Carpet

10%

Foam

9%

Organic growth drivers in Synthomer
• Synthomer has a leadership position in the strong growth nitrile glove market supported by the mega
trends of hygiene and emerging market use
• Nitrile technology continues to expand market share compared to other protective barrier glove
technologies
• Synthomer growth will come organically through innovation and process development
• Patented best in class technology delivers high quality, low-cost nitrile with opportunities to reduce the
carbon footprint of customers and provide recyclability in re-useable glove market segments
1. Source: Kline report, Company Information

2. Revenue split of PE for FY2021
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Rigorous and consistent portfolio management
Synthomer is a specialty solutions platform for
Coatings & Construction, Adhesives and Health & Protection market segments

01
Organic growth in
attractive end
markets

02

03

04

05

Rigorous and
consistent portfolio
mgmt. to build
focused, leading
positions

Operational and
commercial
excellence in how
we run our
business

Differentiated
steering in how we
allocate capital and
talent

Diversity, equity &
inclusion and
holistic people
development

End-market orientation in everything we do
Sustainability as a value-driver and a principle for how we run our business
Innovation as a critical enabler
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Rigorous and consistent portfolio management

Focus on growing our core platforms and evaluate solutions to drive value creation
in our other businesses
High

Grow Core Specialty Platforms and scale in priority markets
• Strengthen innovation and technological position

Coatings

Market attractiveness

Adhesives

• Broaden offering around core products

Construction

• Diversify geographically
• Enter attractive new specialty niches connected to the core
• Disciplined capital allocation

Health &
Protection

Enhance H&P base platform through organic means only
Evaluate solutions for businesses that are not part of the core platforms
because they
• Do not offer a pathway for Synthomer to build a leading position
globally
• Do not offer synergies with the core platforms

Low
Low

Synthomer ability to extract value
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High
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Operational and commercial excellence
Synthomer is a specialty solutions platform for
Coatings & Construction, Adhesives and Health & Protection market segments

01
Organic growth in
attractive end
markets

02

03

04

05

Rigorous and
consistent portfolio
mgmt. to build
focused, leading
positions

Operational and
commercial
excellence in how
we run our
business

Differentiated
steering in how we
allocate capital and
talent

Diversity, equity &
inclusion and
holistic people
development

End-market orientation in everything we do
Sustainability as a value-driver and a principle for how we run our business
Innovation as a critical enabler
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Enhancing Business Excellence
Manufacturing Excellence

Commercial Excellence

End-to-end excellence will be a core advantage
SHE

Value Gap

• Development of SHE leadership and cultural development programs
• Major accident hazard (MAH) potential understandings and controls
• Real drive around learning lessons (historical internal/external process safety
events)
Commercial Excellence

•
•
•
•

SHE Excellence

Enhanced understanding of customer and supply chain needs
Sales productivity, Key account management & value selling
Analytics-driven commercial management
Granular pricing optimisation

Manufacturing Excellence

Innovation Excellence
New and Protected Products (% of sales)

FY21A

Procurement Excellence

24%

FY20A

22%

FY19A

22%

FY18A

21%

FY17A

20%

FY16A
FY15A
FY14A
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20%
18%
16%

•
•
•
•

Operational performance management with safety at the core
Production process efficiency and lean decarbonisation
Supply chain system standardisation
Deployment of digital and analytics tools to drive performance and cost
management

• Clear value driven continuous improvement / network optimisation and plant
debottlenecking
Functional Excellence

•
•
•
•

Talent-building and management development including graduate recruitment
Continued procurement excellence
Digital enablers and consistent business processes
Communication and change management
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Differentiated steering in how we allocate capital
Synthomer is a specialty solutions platform for
Coatings & Construction, Adhesives and Health & Protection market segments

01
Organic growth in
attractive end
markets

02

03

04

05

Rigorous and
consistent portfolio
mgmt. to build
focused, leading
positions

Operational and
commercial
excellence in how
we run our
business

Differentiated
steering in how we
allocate capital and
talent

Diversity, equity &
inclusion and
holistic people
development

End-market orientation in everything we do
Sustainability as a value-driver and a principle for how we run our business
Innovation as a critical enabler
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Two core portfolio platforms with differentiated steering
Specialty platforms

Base platform

Objectives

Growth focus:
Outgrow the market while delivering a strong
ROIC

Cash focus:
Maximise cash generation and ROIC on existing
assets

Leadership
mindset

End-market / customer orientation –create and
best capture customer value

Protect leadership position

CAPEX

Over-proportionate share to capture growth
opportunities

Smaller pool limited to short payback

R&D

Market wide application innovation focus

Smaller pool with process innovation focus and
selective H&P product innovation

Talent

Top sales and strategic marketing talent

Top process / cost optimisation talent

Resource
allocation
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Cost / operational excellence
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Diversity, equity and inclusion
Synthomer is a specialty solutions platform for
Coatings & Construction, Adhesives and Health & Protection market segments

01
Organic growth in
attractive end
markets

02

03

04

05

Rigorous and
consistent portfolio
mgmt. to build
focused, leading
positions

Operational and
commercial
excellence in how
we run our
business

Differentiated
steering in how we
allocate capital and
talent

Diversity, equity &
inclusion and
holistic people
development

End-market orientation in everything we do
Sustainability as a value-driver and a principle for how we run our business
Innovation as a critical enabler
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A global business where our people can deliver and thrive

5,250 skilled and talented
people

One Synthomer vision
with culture and values
that bind us together

• With a passion for
innovation, sustainability and
continuous improvement

• Working from 24 countries
and 43 sites

• Employee engagement –
73% participation in 2022

• Focused on excellence and
continuous improvement
underpinned by safety at the
heart of what we do

• In excess of 500 innovation
and customer facing
technical experts

• Action taken to increase
diversity in senior
management from 20% in
2021 to 31% in 2022

• A global business where
people can deliver and
develop great careers

Our purpose –
creating innovative and sustainable polymer solutions
for the benefit of customers and society
Synthomer plc Capital Markets Day October 2022
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Strategy underpinned by end-market,
sustainability and innovation focus
Synthomer is a specialty solutions platform for
Coatings & Construction, Adhesives and Health & Protection market segments

01
Organic growth in
attractive end
markets

02

03

04

05

Rigorous and
consistent portfolio
mgmt. to build
focused, leading
positions

Operational and
commercial
excellence in how
we run our
business

Differentiated
steering in how we
allocate capital and
talent

Diversity, equity &
inclusion and
holistic people
development

End-market orientation in everything we do
Sustainability as a value-driver and a principle for how we run our business
Innovation as a critical enabler
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Sustainability established at the core of our purpose and
provides strong tailwind for value generation and
competitive positioning

Global leading positions in
waterbased polymers and
solvent free adhesive
solutions with increasing
sustainable raw material
content

43% of new products with
sustainability benefits and
targeting 60% by 2030.
Aligned across our supply
chains

Rapid progress to
decarbonize - committed to
Science Based Targets for
scope 1,2 and 3 with 34%
reduction delivered in
scope 1 and 2 since 2019

Ambitious Vision 2030
ESG programme with
recognition from leading
independent sources.
Green Economy Mark for
50%+ sustainable
revenues

Emission reducing
solutions

Sustainable innovation a
value driver and
underpins our strategy

Low intensity
carbon operations

Global recognition with
measurable & ambitious
Vision 2030 programme
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Where To Play – sustainability-driven, growing segments

Capture “green premiums” by switching to green inputs, implementing green production
processes, and offering green substitutes
Refresh portfolio and expand in segments driven by
sustainability tailwinds

Prioritised segments with sustainability tailwinds
Synthomer
Growth
Platform

Bio-based
Energy
end
products storage

Circular
Energy Renewable
packaging efficiency
energy

Carbon
capture

3

1

Automotive
& green
vehicles

4

Construction

1

Sustainability-driven segments incl. bio-based
adhesives (e.g., renewable rosins), architectural
coatings, and fibre bonding

2

Biodegradable / recyclable packaging adhesives
Radiation-curable technologies, aimed at B2B /
automated packaging markets where productivity
driven by faster curing is key

2
Adhesives
Coatings
Approx.
segment size,
$bn

~90

~35

~100

~70

~25

Applicability to Synthomer’s technologies and product portfolio
Strong applicability
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Medium applicability

~2

~100

3

Construction value propositions for e.g., insulation,
industrial materials, automotive performance

4

Range of opportunities across portfolio incl. batteryseparable coatings, lightweight technical textiles for
vehicle production, and industrial adhesives
replacing mechanical fasteners for use with new,
lightweight materials
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Robust innovation framework for market driven innovation
Organised to Drive End
Market Focused Innovation

Drivers

Innovation Excellence
Framework

Differentiated New
Products

Strategic Marketing
• End Market Focus

• Aligned to specialty portfolio

• Megatrends

• Defining segment focused
innovation strategies

• Market Intelligence

Sales & Technical Service
• Voice of the Customer
• Key Account
Management

Ideate

Develop

Launch

Pure acrylic
copolymer designed
for application on
wood

• Global regulations

Formaldehyde-free
crosslinking for
insulation and roofing
systems

• Key account strategies with
customer intimacy
• Translating the voice of the
customer into opportunities
Technology & Innovation

• Sustainability
market pull

Label & package
adhesives enabling
new styles and
recyclability

• Global network making up
8% of workforce in
Technology & Innovation
• Extensive capabilities in
end-use applications
• Diverse chemistries built
from legacy organisations

• Robust portfolio of higher margin innovation

Amorphous polyolefin for
adhesives with improved
properties and processing

Nitrile rubber for
sustainable
production and
high performance

• Value driven innovation portfolio management
• Innovation management process streamlined for speed
• Innovation excellence differentiates
• Increased global scale and innovation resources
• NPP delivery from 14% in 2014 to over 20% in 2021

Novel Graphene Oxide
additive for lighter and
stronger materials

Four global innovation centres, with sixteen local application laboratories, delivering over 20% NPP
Synthomer plc Capital Markets Day October 2022
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Eight strategic initiatives
Strategic pillars
Organic growth in
attractive end markets

Initiatives
1

Organic growth acceleration in specialty CCA* with platform revenue synergy focus

2

Sustainable innovation focus to grow the core and create new businesses

3

Further development of North American and Asian positions

4

Enhance Health & Protection through disciplined organic means only

Operational and
commercial excellence in
how we run our business

5

Network complexity reduction programme

6

Commercial excellence, market positioning, KAM and value selling focus

Rigorous and consistent
portfolio mgmt. to build
focused, leading
positions

7

Selected divestment opportunities for non-core businesses

8

Bolt on M&A in specialty CCA* when leverage restored to target range

* CCA = Coatings, Construction and Adhesives platform
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New Divisional Structure from January 2023

Current

From January 2023
End market focused, reduced complexity

• Announce new strategic direction and
Description Text

•Text
Align Synthomer businesses into end market
orientated divisions

organisational structure in October 2022

• Adhesive Technologies integration largely
complete

• Performance Materials - clearly identified
non-core elements of portfolio
CEO

Divisional
structure &
revenue1,

CEO

PE

FS

AT

IS

AM

£777m

£996m

£524m

£429m

£120m

Coatings &
Construction Solutions

Adhesive
Solutions

£1012m

£697m

Health, Protection,
and Performance
Materials
£1135m

H&P

Non-core revenue

PM

£635m

~27% of total

1. Revenue June 2022 LTM AT proforma.
Source: Synthomer Strategy financial impact model; internal analysis
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New Synthomer Group – from 2023

Specialist Performance Enhancing Solutions
Synthomer

New Structure End Market EBITDA Breakdown (1)
Coatings and Construction Solutions 33.3%

£2.8bn

Adhesive Solutions

23.3%

Health and Protection

26.4%

Performance Materials

17.1%

Revenue LTM June 2022:

No. of sites

People

£2,846m

43

5,250

Three Divisions
Coatings and Construction
Solutions
Revenue LTM
June 2022:

Adj. EBITDA
June 2022:

£1,012m

£143m
No. of sites 19

Adhesive Solutions
Revenue LTM
June 2022:

£697m

Adj. EBITDA
June 2022:

£100m
No. of sites 6

Health & Protection
Revenue LTM
June 2022:

£583m

Adj. EBITDA
June 2022:

£113m
No. of sites 6

Performance Materials
Revenue LTM
June 2022:

£552m

Adj. EBITDA
June 2022:

£73m
No. of sites 12

1. LTM June 2022 EBITDA
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Greater scale and diversity to Synthomer’s portfolio …
Synthomer Divisional Structure
Key Activities
Coatings & Construction Solutions
• Aqueous (acrylic & vinylic
based) dispersions

Adhesive Solutions
• Tackifying resins
• Aqueous dispersions
• Lithene polybutadiene

Clear End-Market Focus
•
•
•
•
•

Speciality Coatings
Construction
Fibre Bonding
Energy
Speciality Additives

•
•
•
•

Tyres
Hygiene
Packaging
Tapes & Labels

New Structure Synthomer
Pro Forma LTM June 2022 Revenue (4)

£2.8bn

Coatings & Construction Solutions

33.3%

Adhesive Solutions

23.3%

Health & Protection

26.4%

Performance Materials

17.1%

Health & Protection
• NB (1) rubber latex
• SB (2) rubber latex
• High solids SB rubber
chemistry

Performance Materials
• Chemical additives
• Non-aqueous based chemistry
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• Additives for Gloves
• Speciality Paper Coatings

•
•
•
•
•

Polymer Additives
Laminates & Films
Coated Fabrics
Inorganic additives
Acrylate Monomers (3)

1. Nitrile Butadiene
2. Styrene Butadiene
3. Acrylate Monomers is its own segment

4. Synthomer Internal data/analysis
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Deep dive into
Adhesive Technologies
Toby Heppenstall,
President Adhesive Technologies
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Adhesive Technologies, a growth platform
Adhesive Technologies’ 2021 Revenue $624m, EBITDA of $97.3m with 15.4% EBITDA margin
Acquired 1st April 2022 to establish a strong platform for adhesives growth in Synthomer
Develops, manufactures and sells tackifying resins and additives for adhesive products
Differentiated business with strong R&D and technical capabilities and product quality
Leading position in niche value added specialty products
Established presence and developing new technology in Hygiene, Packaging end-markets and
High Performance Tyre Additives
Well invested asset base with 6 manufacturing sites across North America, Europe and Asia
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Over a hundred years of experience

Pittsburg Soda
Products Co.
founded at the site
of the Monongahela
Valley Brewery in
Clairton, PA to
manufacture dyes

PICCO production
shifts from Coal Tar
solvents to Coal Tar
Resins.

1920

1931
1924
Company renamed to
Pennsylvania Industrial
Chemical Corporation
and a line of ‘PICCO’
cleaning products is
introduced

PICCO’s Research
Labs develop
Hydrocarbon resins
and Dispersions
based on C5, C9, &
Terpene Feedstocks

Hercules exits
Exxon partnership in
Baton Rouge and
builds a new C5
resins facility at
Jefferson Hills

1954 to 1970

1949
Jefferson site property
acquired by PICCO to
provide access to water
transport on the
Monongahela River. Plant
construction begins.

Eastman Chemical
acquires a majority of
Hercules’ resins business,
adds Eastotac™ and
Eastoflex™ product lines
added to the portfolio.

2001

1985

1973

1987

PICCO acquired by
Acquires the
Uruapan, Mexico
plant adding 34 new
rosin products used
in adhesives,
chewing gums,
coatings, and inks

2022
Acquisition of
Eastman’s Adhesive
Resins business
Adhesive
Technologies division
formed

Jefferson Groundbreaking
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What do our products do and where?

Bonding

Modifying

Compatibilising

Synthomer tackifiers
and polymers in hot
melt adhesives bond
dissimilar surfaces
together

Synthomer resins
modify polymers to
improve properties
like permeability,
strength, elasticity or
damping

Synthomer tackifiers
help homogenize and
adhere dissimilar
components in
mixtures from food to
paints

Sound damping
Tacolyn and Dispersions
Carpet construction
Piccotac, Aerafin,
Regalflex
Tyre tread
Impera resins

Nappies

Plastic containers

Printing inks

Cardboard boxes

PP films

Colour cosmetics

Yoghurt packaging

Labels

Tyres

Coatings

Nappy construction

Tapes

Soft touch grips

Chewing gum

Holt melt labels

Lids

Carpet backings

Seed coatings

Spout attachment

Carton closing

Metalised film
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Leading market position in $8bn addressable market

Hydrocarbon Resins

PMR Resins

Specialty Rosin Resins

APO Polymer

Synthomer Rank

#2
EMEA+Americas

#1
EMEA + Americas

#2
EMEA + Americas

#2
Global

Synthomer Advantages

• Broad product portfolio
enabling customers to
fine-tune formulations

• Global leader in TyrePMR

• Global Market leader for
hydrogenated rosins

• Integrated asset

• Speciality Liquid grades

• Largest range of
speciality grades

• Molten supply: rare
offering and customer
scope1 CO2 reductions

• Highest purity grades
with food contact
approval

• Renewable bio
feedstock from living
trees

• 3 assets with flexible
swing – can respond to
changing market needs

• Multiple assets assuring
supply security

• Multiple process options
 customisable and
difficult to emulate grade
range
• Broad range of products

• Megatrend of shift to
olefin polymer systems
• Better processability of
our products help
customers drive
substitution of other
polymers
• New patented grades
offering performance
new-to-market

Top 1 or 2 Supplier in EMEA and Americas
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Strong portfolio for key segments

Hot Melt
Adhesives

Tapes
and Labels

Tyres

Polymer
Modification

Other Applications

33%

21%

13%

17%

16%

Synthomer
products

H2HCR
APO’s
PMR’s
Rosins, C5’s

C5 Resins
Specialty Rosins
PMR’s, APO’s
H2HCR

PMR’s
H2HCR
C5 Resins
Specialty Rosins

H2HCR
APO’s
PMR’s

Rosins
PMR’s
APO’s
H2HCR

Main
applications

Hygiene
Packaging
Assembly

WAT
Packaging tape
Electronics / auto

Tyre tread
compounds

BOPP film
Thermoformed PP
TPE

Colour cosmetics
Agriculture
Coatings

Business
volume split
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Synergistic commercial overlap with Group
300+
Customers and distributors

600+

15+ years

Customer locations

Average length of relationship

Key customers
Hot Melt Adhesives

Tyres & Polymer Modification

Tape and Label

Specialty Additives

Source: Company Information
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Excellent strategic fit / Revenue synergy potential
New Adhesive Solutions Division

Hygiene
Adhesives

Specialty
Tapes &
Labels

Packaging

Construction
& Flooring

AT Division

Rest of Synthomer

• Leading position: HMA
tackifiers & polymers for
various attachments

• Binder in nonwoven
components

• Leading position in
reinforced carton tape
• Tackifiers for HMA PSA

• Leading position in
Waterbased PSA
• Saturants and release
coatings

• HMA carton sealing
• Flexible & rigid plastic
packaging modification
• Heat Seal lacquers

• Cold seal lacquer polymers
• Can sealants
• Paper packaging coatings

• Bitumen Roofing
• HM Carpet Backing
• Glazing Sealants

• Roofing & Waterproofing
membranes
• SBR Carpet backing
• LVT Flooring

Binder in nonwoven
components
GenFlo™
Litex™

Key
LEGACY
ADHESIVE TECHNOLOGIES

Paper saturant
GenFlo™
Litex™

Release coating

Automotive /
Durable
Assembly

•
•
•
•

Automotive sound damping
Tyre resination
HMA for Interior Lamination
Electronic device assembly

• Liq-applied sound damping
• Tyre cord impregnation
• Coatings for wheel rim,
underbody, underhood

Suncryl™

Pressure sensitive Adhesive
Piccotac™, Kristalex™, Foral™
Plextol™

AT + Legacy Adhesives = New Adhesive Solutions Division
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Exposure to attractive markets with good growth fundamentals
Driven by several sustainability-related megatrends
Medium Term Growth
Targeted sectors
Core end markets

Hygiene

Packaging

Durables
Assembly

Tapes &
Labels

Performance
Additives for Tyres

Plastic
Modification

Estimated Sector Size (1)

$2.0 Bn

$1.4 Bn

$1.3 Bn

$1.3 Bn

$0.9 Bn

$0.8 Bn

GDP

GDP / GDP+

GDP

GDP+

GDP++

GDP+

Estimated Sector

Growth(1)

Global Megatrends
Sustainable Convenience
• Consumers want to combine
convenience with a good
conscience
• Smaller packaging size, reduced
waste, circularity, recycling
Packaging

Plastic
Modification

1. Source: Advancy, Company Information

Hygiene

Sustainable Mobility

E-Commerce

Climate Change

• Fuel efficient vehicles, electric
vehicles

• Major brands are committing to
2030 climate and circularity targets

• Light weighting, car automation

• Urgency to find bio based, low CO2
footprint solutions

• Auto is 15% of AS with high growth
Durables
Assembly

Tapes & Labels

Performance
Additives for
Tyres

Hygiene

Performance
Additives for
Plastic
Modification
Tyres

Durables
Assembly

• Continued growth of e-commerce
leading to a sustained increase in
demand for packaging materials

Tapes & Labels

Packaging

.
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Sustainability will be the key driver for future growth
Example: Tyres
Impera Performance resins enable the
creation of high-performance tires
• Low rolling resistance
• High wet and dry grip

Beginning of Life

Use phase

Gum rosin-based plasticizers
for tread compounds
• PAH free
• Low carbon footprint

Novel reactive resins are bringing tire
performance to the next level
1.0
Low Tg SSBR
++ Wear
-- WG

tanδ

0.8

Impera Performance resins with
mass balance recycled content

0.6

High Tg SSBR
-- Wear
++ WG
Low Tg SSBR with resin
++ Wear
++ WG

0.4
0.2

End of Life
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Sustainability will be the key driver for future growth
Example: Plastic Packaging Circularity
Beginning of Life
Designing for recyclability
• Synthomer PP modifiers enable
PS replacement

Use phase

Reducing CO2 footprint
• Synthomer PP modifiers enable
downgauging of thermoformed
articles and BOPP films

Reducing impact on resources and
planet
• Energy savings during extrusion,
forming and sealing process
Improving strength and barrier
properties of thermoformed cups and
BOPP films
• Extended shelf life of packaged food
• Reduced food waste

Enabling recycled content
• Synthomer modifiers enable
incorporation of recycled
content into plastic packaging

End of Life
Expanding usability of recycled polyolefins
• Improved flow characteristics
• Compatibilisation of impurities
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Increased synergy delivery from $23m to $25-$30m

Overview of Synergy Progress to Date

Operational Performance Improvement

• Implemented Synthomer integration best practices

(Approx. 60% of synergies)

• Restructured organization with a mix of existing Adhesives
leadership and legacy Synthomer leaders

• Manufacturing excellence

• Organizational synergies accelerated vs plan; increased leverage
of Synthomer acquisition toolkit

• Overlapping expenditure

• $25m - $30m synergy identified primarily from cost reduction and
industry best practices

Organisational Synergies

• Run-rate synergy of $12m expected to be achieved in 2022

• Overlapping management

• c.50% run rate achieved after one year (end April 2023)
– c.25% p.a. in years 2 and 3
– One-off costs c. $17m-$20m

• Reliance on Synthomer back office infrastructure

• On-going relationship with Eastman via TSA; exit in 2022

(Approx. 10% of synergies)

c.$15m –
$20m

• Procurement

(Approx. 40% of synergies)

c.$10m

• Streamlined organizational design

Revenue Synergies

TBD

• Complementary end markets & customers
• Accelerated penetration of new innovations
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Summary - How we will win

1

Leading Supplier in EMEA and Americas with Broadest Offering in Adhesive Resin & Tackifier markets

2

Leading Customer proximity: providing formulation insights and preferred partnership for joint developments

3

Product Portfolio uniquely suited to enable circular solutions driven by strong Sustainability tailwinds

4

Exposure to attractive end-markets with resilient and GDP+ growth fundamentals

5

Market-focused R&D pipeline & track record of developing new applications and innovation-led growth

6

Raw Material Processing expertise and proactive sourcing yields competitive advantage from the
historic use of a wide range of feedstocks

7

Extensive Synergy with Synthomer’s organisation and existing applications
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Key performance
indicators
Lily Liu,
Chief Financial Officer
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Strengthening the balance sheet to deliver the strategy
• Portfolio management - Strategic divestment actions
– Near and longer-term opportunities for portfolio management identified
– Process underway to support our disciplined route to our target 1-2x leverage
• Working capital actions
– Adhesives Technologies working capital improvement
– Supply chain optimisation
– Legacy group working capital target as a % of revenue remains ~10%
• Actions in response to slower H2 market conditions
– Capex reduced to ~£80m in 2022 from expected £130m
– Discretionary cost programme deployed

£150m to £200m cash
savings by end 2023
(excluding disposals)

• New streamlined organisation with lower cost base and reduced complexity
• Covenant headroom discussions progressing well
– Dividend suspension to December 2023 announced
• Five-year UK export finance package of £450m agreed
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Our divisions will help build our future platforms

Future
divisions

Coatings &
Construction Solutions

Adhesive Solutions

Health, Protection, and
Performance Materials

Alignment to
our portfolio

Focused on Coatings and Construction, as
well as applicable IS Specialty businesses

Strategic
stance

Grow our platform serving Coatings, Constructions and Adhesives end markets

Reinforce our leadership position in H&P

Invest in Specialty application R&D, as well as commercial and operational enablers

Disentangle Paper & Carpets business
from CCA platform

Focused on FS Adhesives and
integrated AT business

Identify M&A opportunities to expand and grow CCA platforms inorganically

Includes Health & Protection as well as
non-core PE and IS assets (e.g., Paper,
Carpets & Compounds, William Blythe)

Review portfolio and drive cash generation

Financials

~36% of revenue

~25% of revenue
~75% of CapEx1
Specialty growth platform (grow)

~39% of revenue
~25% of CapEx
Mature core (harvest + review)

Commit resources to growth segments, through M&A and investment in asset CapEx projects, capacity
improvements, and new technologies to create space for organic growth
1. Cumulative capex over 2023-2026, including budget capex per value cell 5-year plans, strategic initiative overlay for incremental organic growth
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Medium term Group performance objectives

Financial

ESG

Constant currency growth

Mid single-digit %

EBITDA margin

15%+ (innovation, product mix, cost leadership and ops excellence)

ROIC

Mid teens

Innovation

20% (New & patented product volumes launched in prior 5 years)

Carbon

Committed to Science Based Targets

Scope 1&2

46.2% below 2019 equivalent by 2030

Scope 3

27.5% below 2019 equivalent by 2030

Diversity

40% senior management gender diversity by 2030
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Summary &
conclusions
Michael Willome,
Chief Executive Officer
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Synthomer’s strategy

Where and how we will drive value
Synthomer is a specialty solutions platform for
Coatings & Construction, Adhesives and Health & Protection market segments

01
Organic growth in
attractive end
markets

02

03

04

05

Rigorous and
consistent portfolio
mgmt. to build
focused, leading
positions

Operational and
commercial
excellence in how
we run our
business

Differentiated
steering in how we
allocate capital and
talent

Diversity, equity &
inclusion and
holistic people
development

End-market orientation in everything we do
Sustainability as a value-driver and a principle for how we run our business
Innovation as a critical enabler
Longer term ambition

Specialty Chemicals company focused on select attractive end-markets
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Strategic direction

Increasing our specialisation and global position
Future Synthomer

Synthomer today

Increasing
specialty
weighting

Portfolio
% revenue base
vs. specialty

Base

Specialty

Base

Specialty

~50%

~50%

~30%

~70%

Geography
% revenue by
geography

Factories
# of sites
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EMEA

US

Asia

EMEA

US

Asia

~50%

~30%

~20%

~40%

~35%

~25%

~43

<30

More balanced
geographic
distribution

More streamlined
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Delivering sustained value
for shareholders
Key elements of the Synthomer investment case…
1

Leading positions in niche markets with attractive growth
prospects supported by structural megatrends

2

Growth focus on Construction, Coatings and Adhesives
enhanced by end-market orientation and innovation

3

Substantial upside in Health and Protection led by market
recovery and operational excellence

4

Simplify portfolio and deliver on synergies

5

Clear plan for significant EBITDA margin improvement

6

Sustainability as a value driver underpinning everything we
do

Focus

Strengthen
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… supported by clear financial targets
1

Organic revenue growth: Mid-single-digit

2

EBITDA margins: 15%+

3

Return on Invested Capital: Mid-teens

4

Focused on deleveraging actions

Grow
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Q&A
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